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Purpose: The purpose of this thesis paper is to analyze if there is a dose-response effect of a
simulation training of 9-1-1 operators on improved recognition and timing of the need for
telephone-assisted cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR). T-CPR is an important tool for 9-1-1
operators, as cardiac arrest survival rates have been shown to improve, when T-CPR is provided
without delay. The ability to timely recognize and therefore initiate T-CPR protocols is critical
in sudden cardiac arrest events.
Methods/Design: Analysis was conducted on dispatchers from thirteen call centers who were
randomized to receive mock caller scenarios, as part of a randomized controlled study of the use
of simulation for training 9-1-1 operators in recognition of cardiac arrest. The simulation
consisted on an actor acting in the capacity of a 9-1-1 caller, calling in with a simulated scenario,
with the 9-1-1 dispatcher reacting per their protocols for a cardiac event. Each 9-1-1 dispatcher
was subject to 4 sessions, with 3 training calls each, and received a brief feedback after the
session was over from an instructor who listened in on the calls. All participants’ sessions were
recorded and abstracted for time to start of call to recognition of the need for T-CPR, and
appropriate inquiry of consciousness and breathing status of the patient.

Analysis: The analysis focuses on whether or not the training simulations indicated if the
dispatchers improved as they progressed through the training sessions. Mixed effects linear
regressions were used with fixed effects for the main variables. A separate, secondary analysis
was conducted to compare rates of recognition between those dispatchers with < 2 years of
experience, and dispatchers with > 2 years of experience.
Results: The does-response analysis indicated a statistically significant effect, in that the more
trainings received: 1) recognition of cardiac arrest, and 2) time to start CPR instructions
decreased. However, when looking at the effect of years of experience, there was no statistically
significant result.
Discussion: This thesis paper illustrated that as the number of simulated training increases,
dispatcher’s time to recognize the need for T-CPR instructions decreases, which can lead to the
start of T-CPR sooner. 9-1-1 dispatch call centers should look at incorporating simulated
training into their operations. Recognition of the need for T-CPR in sudden cardiac arrest
events, is critical to achieving positive outcomes.

Significance/Introduction
Bystander-initiated cardiopulmonary resuscitation is crucial in improving chances of survival in
sudden cardiac events. [1] The initiation of cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) is both
important and can be a challenge. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, citing the US
Department of Health and Human Services, indicates that heart disease is the leading cause of
death in America. [2] Furthermore, the out-of-hospital cardiac arrest (OHCA) incidence rate is
>350,000, with bystander-CPR only occurring in about forty-six (46%) percent of those cases,
and the survivor rate at twelve (12%) percent. [3] Increasing bystander-CPR rates is critical for
improving survival rates for those experiencing sudden cardiac arrest.

For survival rates from cardiac arrest to improve, access to early interventions are required. [1]
When it comes to cardiac arrest, early initiation of the emergency response system, and
immediate initiation of resuscitation efforts are paramount, this is what is termed the “Chain of
Survival”. [4] Providing Telephone-assisted CPR (T-CPR) instructions over the phone to the
caller is part of the 9-1-1 dispatcher’s toolbox, and requires training and subsequent quality
improvement through which to improve cardiac arrest recognition rates and initiation of T-CPR
in appropriate events. [5] The ability of 9-1-1 dispatchers to assist bystanders in initiation of and
support through T-CPR can be a struggle, especially as it relates to nonrecognition of the
symptoms of sudden cardiac arrest, which in turn delays delivery of chest compressions to the
victim. [6] The lack of recognition is a challenge for the caller as well as the dispatcher, who
must interpret the information they are being given. [6] Caller clarity and consistency are further
obstacles for dispatchers, when they are asking callers to explain the situation they are in. [6]

Barriers
Though first-aid is taught in communities, not every caller witnessing a sudden cardiac arrest
knows how to determine if someone is not conscious and not breathing normally, and therefore
in need of CPR. [7] There can be a false impression by the caller that a victim is exhibiting what
are called “signs of life”, wherein callers believe the victim is still breathing and therefore not in
need for CPR. [8] A main barrier in recognizing the need for T-CPR is agonal breathing, defined
as: a brainstem reflex characterized by gasping, labored breathing, accompanied by strange
vocalizations and myoclonus, in that a caller is not able to properly describe the victim’s
breathing, and the dispatcher is delayed in recognizing a cardiac arrest event. [9, 11] Agonal
breathing can make it challenging to determine if the call is for a true cardiac arrest event. [10]
Bystanders will often describe agonal breathing as the victim is: “…wheezing, groaning,
snorting, weak breathing, occasional breathing, irregular breathing, and poor breathing.” [12]

9-1-1 dispatchers are trained to follow a set of guidelines for querying callers on patient status to
determine if a patient is not conscious and not breathing normally. 9-1-1 dispatchers do not
experience cardiac arrest calls as often as other emergency medical scenarios, this can make it
more difficult for dispatchers to gain enough practice to navigate communication barriers with
callers. [13] Some aspects of nonrecognition stem from the caller not knowing how to effectively
communicate to the dispatcher, caller not being near the victim, and the dispatcher not asking
formal and systematic questions, which can lead the caller to properly identify symptoms. [13]
Continued and ongoing training for 9-1-1 dispatchers is paramount to improve dispatcher
recognition of challenging barriers.

Training on T-CPR
The American Heart Association (AHA) recognizes the need for 9-1-1 dispatchers to be trained
and provide T-CPR instructions, the AHA further emphasizes the need for continuing education
for dispatchers in order that they will be able to address new scenarios as they present during
sudden cardiac arrest events. [14, 15] A study done in France, indicated that the cost of training
its dispatchers was neither costly, nor time-consuming. [16]

Training includes direct feedback to dispatchers, in order that both recognition and performance
are evaluated, and can illuminate both good performance and performance that requires attention.
[7] Training for dispatchers has usually taken place after the fact, after analyzing previous
cardiac arrest calls, and then taking from those calls the positives and negatives, to develop
training solutions for which improvement is sought. [17] Such training can include dedicated inperson sessions, where the dispatchers work on recognizing the signs of a cardiac arrest event
and learning proper delivery of T-CPR instructions. [18] Furthermore, other trainings include
sessions on recognizing agonal breathing (as done with Stockholm dispatchers) and e-learning
courses (i.e., conducted in King County, Washington EMS). [18] Here in the United States, there
are no national performance standards which can allow for targeted benchmarks in training. [6]
Furthermore, along with the desire to have performance standards be uniform, teaching CPR
providers how to recognize barriers like agonal breathing as being a “…sign of cardiac arrest…”
will also decrease time to recognition. [19] As the literature shows, training dispatchers in proper
delivery of T-CPR instructions to lay callers can achieve positive results for those suffering from
a sudden cardiac arrest event.

Simulation Training
Simulated training can help 9-1-1 dispatchers develop their skills while in an educational setting,
where standardized patients (these are actors who have been trained to portray the various
complaints and issues a live patient may present with) allow dispatchers to practice their call
processing skills, which then can be evaluated and scored. [20] Continuing education is key to
promoting improved performance. [21] Simulated training has been shown to work in other
medical education scenarios, where the participants receiving the training were able to realize
positive outcomes. [22] Much as nursing students, and other medical professionals can and do
achieve positive results from simulated training scenarios, so can this technique be used for 9-1-1
dispatchers, in improving recognition of sudden cardiac arrest events. The objective of this
thesis is to analyze how simulation training can affect and improve upon how quickly dispatchers
recognize sudden cardiac arrest scenarios, and therefore improve their time to start T-CPR
instructions.

Primary/Secondary Research Question
STAT-911 Protocol for Parent Study
The data to be analyzed stems from the STAT-911 study. [23] This simulation study focused on
evaluating phone-based simulated training to improve identification for the need of T-CPR, and
reduce time to start of T-CPR instructions. Since cardiac arrest events are infrequent, exposure
to simulated scenarios might assist dispatchers in handling these calls effectively. The primary
aim of the STAT-911 study was to determine if there were differences in performance between
intervention and control participants after exposure to four T-CPR simulated training sessions.
Secondary aims of the study were: 1) was there an effect on actual cardiac arrest calls, 2) were

there any differences in call processing skills evident during the simulated testing, 3) were
dispatcher’s self-confidence impacted because of the simulated training, and 4) discussion about
cost and cost-effectiveness of the study intervention. Results of the STAT-911 study indicated
that training reduced the time interval from call onset to identification of the need for T-CPR and
improved call processing skills of the participants during a simulated cardiac arrest call.

This thesis paper seeks to determine if one training session, two training sessions, or up to four
training sessions were needed to achieve increased rates of recognition and reductions in time
delays. Taking dispatchers off the floor for training sessions of up to 30 minutes can be a
challenge for call centers, so it is important to take advantage of this time to understand how
many sessions are necessary to get improvement in call processing for cardiac arrest calls. The
analysis investigates if improvements occur over the four sessions in the primary communication
skill: not getting distracted by the caller’s attempt at diagnosing the situation (“label”) and the
time-intervals for transitioning to and beginning of CPR instructions. The secondary research
question will look at years of experience, in relation to the simulated training, to determine if
such experience plays a role in improved recognition of the need for T-CPR.

Methods
The STAT-911 parent study was a randomized control trial to determine if simulation training
improved call processing of cardiac arrest events. The thesis paper will analyze if there is a
dose-response effect of the training.

In the parent study participants were recruited from 13 call centers in the United States.
Participants were randomized into control and intervention groups. This thesis only reviewed and
analyzed the simulation training calls from the intervention group. The intervention group was
subject to four simulated training sessions over a 6-8-month period, wherein during each session
the dispatcher took part in three simulated calls of equal or increasing complexity. [23] Once a
session was completed, the instructor listening in on the session would provide a debriefing.
Each call had a “standardized caller” who acted the part of a 9-1-1 caller. There were four
scenarios which all began with a “label” (i.e. lay diagnosis provided by the caller such as “my
mother fell”) that the dispatchers had to make decisions based on the information provided by
the call actors. The “label” was the immediate medical emergency that the caller described.
Each scenario was based on communication behaviors observed in real cardiac arrest calls,
which could hinder accurate and efficient identification of a cardiac arrest scenario. The STAT911 study trained on 4 specific components, which if handled properly, would facilitate effective
dispatch, identification, and prompt T-CPR instructions. These points were: 1) managing initial
description of the event (label), 2) consciousness inquiry, 3) breathing inquiry, and 4) beginning
T-CPR. Common challenges in each call component were: possible, but generally inaccurate
descriptions of the event; ambiguous or inaccurate answer to whether or not the victim was
conscious; ambiguous or inaccurate answer to whether or not the victim was breathing normally;
and the dispatcher being able to promptly begin T-CPR instructions. [23] Each dispatcher was
graded on how they handled the scenarios presented, and if handled skillfully, would show they
could: manage the caller’s initial description of the medical emergency, inquire about
consciousness and breathing, and start T-CPR instructions.

Audio taped sessions were abstracted for one call from each training session in the intervention
group using a standardized format. Each training session included 3 calls, and one of those calls
was a cardiac arrest event designed to be of medium difficulty, which were the calls abstracted.
A total of 12 ‘scripts’ were used for the 12 calls, with the order of the 4 designated medium
scripts randomized per individual over the 4 training sessions. Two of the variables examined
required a Pass/Fail assessment: 1) did the dispatcher recognize the scenario as a cardiac arrest
event; and 2) did the dispatcher get distracted by irrelevant information from the caller.
Furthermore, consciousness and breathing inquiries required a Yes/No/Not Asked assessment.
Lastly, time stamps were created for when the dispatchers transitioned into T-CPR instructions,
and the beginning of such instructions. Upon completing of the abstractions, the scores and
demographic information for the intervention group were inputted into an Excel spreadsheet for
use in Stata 14 statistical software for all statistical analyses.

Methods for Thesis Study
All the audio files provided by the STAT911 parent study were all sufficient quality to allow for
complete transcription and analysis of the caller/dispatcher interactions. Descriptive statistics
were used to describe the characteristics of the intervention group. [See Table 1] A doseresponse analysis of time to recognition of need for CPR and time to first instruction was
conducted using mixed effects linear regressions, with fixed effects for the number of trainings,
script number and actor, and a random intercept term for the participant. Chi-square analyses
were used to determine the bivariate associations between the variables for Script, Actor, and
Call.

Results
The 9-1-1 dispatchers who participated were from a wide-ranging geographical set, wherein 9-11 emergency call centers ranged from Alaska (Anchorage), down the west coast of the U.S. and
into Arizona. The majority of participants were female (75.8%), with the majority of age groups
for the participants being between the age of 30 to 44. [See Table 1] Years of experience
averaged about 9.3 years. The intervention group completed the 4 simulated training call session
over a period of 6-8 months.

The variables for Call, Script, and Actor were approximately evenly distributed between the
training sessions (Table 2). In Table 3, although the scripts were designed to be of similar
difficulty, statistically significant differences were observed in scenario (Label) pass rates
between the 4 scripts (p < 0.001), with Script 2 having the highest pass rate (100%) and Script 4
having the lowest (77%). There were no statistically significant differences between pass rates
and the 3 standardized callers (Actor).

Consistent with a dose-response hypothesis, scenario pass rates progressively improved over
number of trainings (Table 3), wherein the first training call achieved an 82% pass rate, the last
training call achieved a 95% pass rate. After adjusting for effects by Script and Actor, after each
additional training call the odds of recognizing a cardiac arrest event for what it is increases 98%
(95% CI 21-224%, p < 0.001). A strong dose-response was also evident when analyzing the
transition and instruction times (Table 4). As each training session progressed, both transition
and instruction times decreased, by 4.6 (95% CI 2.4-6.7 seconds, p < 0.001) and 5.1 seconds
(95% CI 2.9-7.4 seconds, p < 0.001) respectively.

The next analysis centered around the question of whether or not experience played a role in a
dispatcher being able to recognize a cardiac arrest event. Table 5 does show a small (6%)
increased rate of recognition for those dispatchers with more than 2 years of experience being a
9-1-1 dispatcher, and an increase for those who have spent more than 2 years at their call center
(8%). These differences in rate of recognition were not statistically significant (p = 0.100 and
0.154 respectively). However, given that there are high rates of missing data for this question,
there is not enough data to show that experience plays a role.

Discussion
The primary research question for this thesis, was to determine if 9-1-1 dispatchers increase their
ability to recognize a cardiac event scenario through simulated training sessions. As shown in
the Results section, there is a clear indication that a positive dose-response for increased
recognition of the need of T-CPR instruction has been achieved through the simulation training
provided to the study intervention group. The time to recognize the cardiac arrest event, and
then transitioning to T-CPR instruction was clearly decreased the more training sessions the
dispatchers went through.

When medical attention, specifically CPR in a cardiac event, is not given within a reasonable
time frame, the chances for positive outcomes decrease sharply. [23] Though there have been
studies which indicate that experience handling cardiac arrest scenarios can show an increased
rate of recognition, there have been no studies about how simulated training would impact this
metric. [23] Along with using simulated scenarios, the use of standardized callers is also another

aspect which has not been utilized until now. Going forward, 9-1-1 call centers should consider
using simulated training to improve their dispatcher’s ability to recognize cardiac arrest events.

Effects on Dispatcher Experience on Performance
The secondary questions within this thesis were to examine the effects of experience as a 9-1-1
dispatcher on recognition of CPR. When analyzing the first question (how many years spent as a
dispatcher), there is an increased rate of recognition (6%), but under statistical analysis this
increase was not found to be significant. The same goes for the second issue (how many years at
the call center as of the time of study), where there is an increased rate of recognition (8%) but
again the increase was not found to be statistically significant. Though from a descriptive
analysis viewpoint, there is an indication that experience can help with rate of recognition, this
must be tempered with the fact that there were missing data points and that not all call centers
provide their dispatchers with the same type of training which can lead to a predictive analysis.
Some call centers required their dispatchers to ask questions which could play a role in rate of
recognition, which other call centers would not be able to account for. This does not directly
indicate that experience does not play a role in cardiac event recognition, but does illustrate that
not all 9-1-1 dispatchers are given the same experience and trainings, and thus just analyzing
experience as a metric, without taking other issues into account, clouds the ability to properly
measure and analyze this question.

Limitations
Simulated training can have its advantages and disadvantages. [24] Though effectiveness of TCPR is not a question for this thesis, nor specifically the STAT-911 parent study, knowing and

understanding outcome effectiveness would be a desired result, thus study is limited in not being
able to address this issue. Being able to learn from previous experiences can allow for training to
be modified, in order that effectiveness can be measured. Further, the characteristics of the
caller, victim, and dispatcher could factor into the quality of T-CPR delivered, outside of
simulated training scenarios. Other limitations could stem from the differences between the
various call centers involved in the STAT-911 parent study. Oregon call centers dictated that
their dispatchers were to ask about whether the caller had access to an AED (Automated External
Defibrillator), and furthermore these call centers also asked callers if the event was because of an
overdose, hanging, or drowning. These additional inquiries could possibly skew the data as to
the rate of recognition for beginning T-CPR instruction. The concern here would be that when
one call center requires its dispatchers to ask additional questions of callers, versus another call
center which does not require such inquiries, time to start T-CPR instructions could be impacted.

Conclusion
The simulated training analyzed and discussed in this thesis has shown that the more training
dispatchers receive, the better able they are to recognize a sudden cardiac arrest event and begin
T-CPR instructions.
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Appendix of Tables
Table 1 – Demographics of the Intervention Group.
Intervention

N(66) %

Group
Gender
Female

50

75.8

Male

16

24.2

Missing

0

Ethnicity
Not

56

87.5

Hispanic/Latino
Hispanic/Latino 8
Missing

12.5

2

Race
Non-White

0

0

White

63

Missing

3

100

Age
<25

4

6.1

26-29

8

12.1

30-34

14

21.2

35-39

8

12.1

40-44

17

25.8

45-49

4

6.1

50-54

7

10.6

55-59

2

3

60-64

2

3

64+

0

0

Missing

0

Years of

9.3

(7.9)

Experience
Mean (SD)
Table 2 – Script*/Actor details by call

Script 1
Call

Script 2

Script 3

Script 4

N calls

N

(%)

N

(%)

N

(%)

N

(%)

1

66

17

(26)

16

(24)

17

(26)

16

(24)

2

66

15

(23)

18

(27)

16

(24)

17

(26)

3

66

18

(27)

15

(23)

16

(24)

17

(26)

4

66

16

(24)

17

(26)

17

(26)

16

(24)

number**

Actor***
Actor D
Call number

Actor E

Actor J

N calls

N

(%)

N

(%)

N

(%)

1

66

26

(39)

25

(38)

15

(23)

2

66

19

(29)

29

(44)

18

(27)

3

66

22

(33)

24

(36)

20

(30)

4

66

14

(21)

32

(48)

20

(30)

* Script – Refers to the specific scenario each Dispatcher participated in, with each script
becoming progressively more difficult.
** Call number – Refers to each of the four (4) simulated training sessions each dispatcher
participated in.
*** Actor – Refers to the Standardized Caller used for each scenario the Dispatcher participated
in.
Table 3 – Fail/Pass rates by call characteristics
N

N

% Pass

Pass
All calls

259

231

89%

1

66

63

95%

2

66

66

100%

3

65

54

83%

4

62

48

77%

Script*

p-value

0.000****

Actor**
D

81

68

84%

E

105

96

91%

J

73

67

92%

p-value

0.186****

Call***
1

66

54

82

2

65

55

85

3

62

59

95

4

66

63

95

p-value

0.018****

* Script – Refers to the specific scenario each Dispatcher participated in, with each script
becoming progressively more difficult.
** Actor – Refers to the Standardized Caller used for each scenario the Dispatcher participated
in.
*** Call – Refers to each of the four (4) simulated training sessions each dispatcher participated
in.
**** Chi-square Test
Table 4 – Transition and Instruction Times
N calls

Median –

Mean –

with need

Transition

Transition

identified

Time(seconds)

Time(seconds)

1

54

71

74.646

27.0174 32 – 145

2

55

70

70.969

22.947

33 – 132

3

59

62

66.597

22.921

30 – 151

4

63

61.5

61.818

15.804

27 – 92

Median –

Mean –

Instruction

Instruction

(sd)

Range
(Min – Max)

Call*

Time(Seconds) Time(Seconds)
1

54

76

84.631

32.548

36 – 152

2

55

79.5

81.203

25.789

35 – 135

3

59

71.5

75.403

25.249

36 – 157

4

63

69

71.015

20.703

36 – 128

* Call – Refers to each simulated call session that the Actors and Dispatchers participated in.
Table 5 – Results of Years of Experience, Fail/Pass based on Label*.
Fail(%)

Pass(%)

N

15(15)

88(85)

103**

13(9)

125(91)

138**

14(17)

69(83)

83**

14(9)

147(91)

161**

# of years as a 9-1-1
Dispatcher.
<2 years of
experience
>2 years of
experience

# of years at 9-1-1
communications
center, at time of
study.
<2 years of
experience
>2 years of
experience
* Label – Refers to the scenarios that each Dispatcher participated in. A total of 4 call scenarios
were used.
** Missing data/observations can be contributed to possible lack of an answer from some of the
dispatchers who participated in the study.

